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A TRIBUTE TO SAMUEL PISAR BY THE FRENCH MINISTER OF CULTURE FLEUR
PELLERIN
A GREAT MAN WHO DIED IN NEW YORK

Paris, 30.07.2015, 23:50 Time

USPA NEWS - "Samuel Pisar is a deep voice, and valuable that just went out. The voice of one of the youngest survivors of the death
camps, deported at thirteen, released at sixteen Winner of what he called himself "a desperate duel with destiny". Said Fleur Pellerin
the French Minister of Culture. 

SAMUEL PISAR WAS A LAWYER OPTIMISTIC OF HUMANITY-------------------------------------------------------------------
Fleur Pellerin, released her condolences as French Minister of Culture and Communication to Samuel Pisar :
"The voice of the Memory of the Shoah, he never ceased to be heard until the last days of his life, always concerned to tell the
generations that followed that "Their world could collapse" as well as collapsed hers, anxious to carry to his last breath the fight against
barbarism "---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Samuel Pisar, he was also the writer, the author of "Blood of Hope", bearer of eternal optimism, and beyond the horrors, also
celebrated magnificently life. He was the polyglot intellectual, Kennedy's adviser, against which scrapped Raymond Aron." He was an
advocate of humanity and a man of peace. The best tribute we can pay him is to continue fighting tirelessly what he conducted. I
extend my condolences, to his family, .“� Said French Minister of Culture Fleur Pellerin ---
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